Abstract: The lattice discrete particle model (LDPM) is a mesoscale model for heterogeneous materials. Developed for concrete, it simulates material mesostructure by modeling coarse aggregate particles and their surrounding mortar as polyhedral cells. A tetrahedralization of the particle centers generates a lattice framework where each lattice member is associated with a triangular-shaped plane of contact (facet) between two cells. Compatibility equations are formulated by describing the deformation of an assemblage of particles through rigid-body kinematics. Equilibrium equations are obtained through the force and moment equilibrium of each cell. The material behavior is assumed to be governed by a vectorial constitutive law imposed at the facets. A natural extension for this discrete model is to include the effect of dispersed fibers as discrete entities within the mesostructure. The LDPM incorporates this effect by modeling individual fibers randomly placed within the framework according to a given fiber volume fraction. The number and orientation of the fibers crossing each facet is computed and the contribution of each fiber to the facet response is formulated on the basis of a previously established micromechanical model for fiber-matrix interaction. The theory for the developed model, entitled the LDPM-F, is discussed herein. A subsequent companion paper will address model calibration and validation through the numerical simulation of experimental test results.
Introduction
In recent years, the advantages of adding fiber reinforcing to concrete and related cementitious composites containing only fine aggregate have been well documented in the literature (Li 2003) . Benefits exist for many aspects of the architectural and transportation industries including durability improvements through reduction in crack width and permeability (Belletti et al. 2008; Lepech and Li 2009) , potential cost savings where fiber can be substituted for labor-intensive steel-reinforcing bars (di Prisco et al. 2009) , and the mitigation of deterioration owing to shrinkage and the associated early age cracking. Regarding structural response, extensive experimental investigations relevant to typical fiber volume fractions (< 10%) have documented moderate increases in compressive strength and significant increases in compressive postpeak load-carrying capacity (Bencardino et al. 2010) . For tensile behavior, dramatic increases in ductility and energy absorption have been shown, including strain hardening for sufficiently high-fiber content . The improved structural performance is highlighted because of the potential to address some of the most critical safety issues of today's engineering community, including the retention of structural integrity during and after seismic events and the provision of reliable defenses against explosive effects and projectile penetration.
The primary objective of the present two-part study is to advance the numerical modeling capabilities through the formulation of a general model for fiber-reinforced concrete (FRC) characterized by the following main features: (1) a realistic, three-dimensional (3D) modeling of concrete mesostructure, including a discrete representation of individual fibers randomly distributed therein; (2) a multiscale approach in which the effect of embedded fibers on the structural response is based directly on the micromechanics of the fiber-matrix interaction; (3) the ability to simulate not only tensile fracturing but also multiaxial compressive loading; and (4) true predictive capability demonstrated through a rigorous calibration/validation procedure. A review of the published literature revealed several notable studies that have some, but not all, of these features. Yang et al. (2008) further refined the micromechanical model for fiber crack bridging developed by the earlier work of many and first brought together in one framework by Lin et al. (1999) . Utilizing that crack-bridging model, the multiscale (homogenization) approach of Kabele (2007) developed a finite element that models the closely spaced, multiplecracking typical of fiber-reinforced cementitious composites (FRCC). Radtke et al. (2010) also used the noted fiber model in a technique where fiber reinforcing is randomly distributed within a two-dimensional (2D) finite-element model (FEM) background mesh. In a 3D FEM setting, Cunha et al. (2011) utilized a random distribution of fibers, the behavior of which is based on a limited amount of single-fiber pullout testing, to simulate the structural response of direct tension specimens. To extend the microplane model to include fiber-reinforcing capability, Beghini et al. (2007) provided a separate traction versus crack-opening constitutive law for the fiber contribution in a parallel coupling with concrete softening. As opposed to treating the cement and aggregate matrix as a homogeneous continuum, the matrix can also be modeled using discrete frameworks. Bolander et al. (2008) introduced the effect of discrete fibers within the rigid-body-spring network approach to simulate the tensile fracturing behavior of FRCC. At a finer scale and using the technique of Schlangen and van Mier (1992) , the elements of a lattice framework, with a characteristic element size smaller than the features of the mesostructure, are assigned differing properties depending upon the region of the mesostructure in which they are located: aggregate, mortar, air void, fiber, or interfacial zone between two of the former. Some 2D fiber-reinforcing models that incorporate this technique include the models developed by Leite et al. (2004) , Liu et al. (2008), and Spagnoli (2009) .
In the current study, and as first proposed in Cusatis et al. (2010) , the effect of discrete fibers are incorporated into the framework of the lattice discrete particle model (LDPM). The LDPM is a discrete mesoscale model of concrete recently developed by Cusatis et al. (2011a) . It is an improvement over the confinement-shear lattice model (Cusatis et al. 2003a, b) , which along with the LDPM has constitutive laws analogous to those of the microplane model (Bažant et al. 2000; Bažant and Caner 2005) . The LDPM has been extensively calibrated and validated under a wide range of quasi-static and dynamic loading conditions (Cusatis et al. 2011b) . Herein, the new formulation, entitled the LDPM-F, is discussed. A subsequent companion paper (Schauffert et al. 2012 ) summarizes the numerical simulations performed for calibration and validation, and includes conclusions regarding the validated model.
LDPM Mesoscale Framework with Fiber Reinforcing
The LDPM simulates concrete mesostructure by considering only the coarse aggregate. Particles with assumed spherical shape and in accordance with typical mix designs and granulometric distributions are introduced randomly into the volume through a procedure that avoids particle overlapping and ensures that all particles are contained within the volume of interest. A Delaunay tetrahedralization of the particle centers along with the nodes used to describe the external surface of the volume is used to define the lattice system that represents the mesostructure topology. A 3D domain tessellation, anchored to the Delaunay tetrahedralization, creates a system of polyhedral cells. Each cell contains one aggregate particle (or a surface node), and adjacent cells interact through the triangular facets where they are in contact. Fig. 1(a) shows two adjacent particles along with their polyhedral cells and the associated tetrahedron edge. In the LDPM formulation, the interface facets are interpreted as potential crack surfaces. A detailed description of the LDPM idealization of the concrete mesostructure can be found in Cusatis et al. (2011a) . Further information is provided therein regarding the mix design parameters needed to construct the mesoscale framework, including maximum aggregate size d a ; minimum simulated aggregate size d 0 ; cement content c; water-to-cement ratio w∕c; and the coefficient for the classical Fuller curve, n F , which characterizes the granulometric distribution.
The extension of LDPM to include fiber-reinforcing capability is performed here in a manner that allows it to retain its discrete nature. The geometry of an individual fiber can be characterized by a few primary parameters: diameter d f ; length L f ; and curvature. For this study, fibers are assumed to be straight and noncircular cross sections are simulated through an equivalent diameter calculated as d f ¼ 2ðA f ∕πÞ 1∕2 , where A f is the fiber cross-sectional area. Fiber pullout phenomena that are not directly simulated because of the previous assumptions will be accounted for through the values assigned to the fiber-matrix interaction parameters.
For a given fiber volume fraction V f , the number N f of fibers contained in a concrete volume V is determined as N f ¼ INT½4V f V∕ðπd 2 f A f Þ, and then individual fibers are inserted therein with randomly generated positions and orientations. Fig. 1(b) shows a typical, randomly generated fiber system, plotted without the LDPM framework for clarity. The fiber system is then overlapped with the cell system and the intersections between the fibers and LDPM facets are determined. In addition, for each intersection, the shorter and longer fiber lengths (embedment), denoted as L s and L l , respectively, on each side of the facet are computed, as illustrated in Fig. 1(c) , which also shows the orientations of the fiber and the facet characterized by unit vectors n f and n, respectively. In accordance with the current LDPM formulation, the facet depicted in Fig. 1(c) is the projection of the original tessellation facet onto a plane orthogonal to the associated tetrahedron edge. The projected facet is used to avoid nonsymmetric behavior for the case of purely tangential movement between two particles and the consequent stress-locking effect that can occur (Cusatis et al. 2011a) .
The LDPM describes mesostructure deformation through the adoption of rigid-body kinematics (Cusatis et al. 2011a ). Based on this assumption, and for given displacements and rotations of the particles associated with a given facet, the relative displacement ½u C at the centroid of the facet can be used to define the following measures of strain:
where ℓ = tetrahedron edge associated with the facet, and m and l = two mutually orthogonal unit vectors tangential to the facet. Cusatis and Schauffert (2010) have shown that the strain definitions in Eq. (1) continuum mechanics. The strains then can be used to compute the LDPM facet stresses,
with the LDPM constitutive law (see the appendix). In addition, when a tensile facet strains beyond the tensile elastic limit, the mesoscale crack opening can be calculated as
and E N and E T = elastic normal and tangential LDPM stiffnesses (see the appendix). Equilibrium considerations at the facet level allow for the reasonable assumption of a parallel coupling between the fibers and the surrounding concrete matrix. In this case, total stresses on each LDPM facet can be computed as
where A c = facet area, and P f = crack-bridging force for each fiber crossing the given LDPM facet. The second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (3) can be thought of as an additional traction owing to the fiber effect. This is analogous to the approach of other models, including Microplane Model M5f (Beghini et al. 2007) . Some advantages to the LDPM-F formulation, where the fiber effect is not fully phenomenological, include the ability to calibrate the model directly from the results of single-fiber pullout testing, and the ability to easily model nonuniform distributions, including a spatial variation of fiber density or a predominant fiber orientation.
The fiber contribution to the facet response [Eq. (3)] is assumed to be negligible for all elastic behavior and for inelastic behavior when the normal component of the facet stress is compressive. Other assumptions include neglecting the interaction between adjacent fibers, as well as neglecting the effect that adjacent mesoscale cracks (LDPM facets) may have on a single fiber. Based on the previous discussion, one can assume the following: (1) P f ≈ 0 for both ε N < 0 and w ¼ 0; and (2) the bridging force depends on the micromechanical crack-bridging mechanisms associated with an increasing mesoscale crack opening, P f ¼ P f ðwÞ. In this case, the total crack-bridging force can be calculated by analyzing separately the crack-bridging effect of each individual fiber intersecting the facet. This calculation is discussed, along with the details of the two-sided pullout model, in a subsequent section. The subsequent section will present the components of the model relevant to the pullout of one end of a fiber from a cementitious matrix.
Fiber-Matrix Interaction Analysis
For typical fibers characterized by a diameter on the order of a fraction of a millimeter, the fiber-matrix interaction occurs at a submillimeter scale that is finer than the typical millimeter scale of the LDPM. For this reason, it makes sense to analyze the fiber-interaction problem independently from the mesoscale LDPM framework. The overall pullout behavior is typically characterized by the relationship between the pullout load P and the relative displacement or slippage υ between the fiber and matrix at the point where the fiber exits the matrix. In the literature, relationships of this nature have been obtained by various authors, both numerically and analytically, under various simplifying approximations. In the current study, the analytical, semiempirical formulation of Yang et al. (2008) is adopted. Of note is that this formulation is based on a number of assumptions, including that the fiber is initially straight, elastic, and has negligible bending stiffness.
Pullout Resistance: Debonding and Frictional Slip
Prior to a purely frictional pullout stage, an embedded fiber segment must completely debond from the surrounding matrix [ Fig. 2(a) ]. Yang et al. (2008) described the debonding stage as a tunnel-type cracking process that is characterized by two fiber-matrix interface parameters: (1) the bond fracture energy G d and (2) a constant value of frictional stress τ 0 for the portion of the embedded segment that has debonded.
The slippage has a critical value υ d that represents full debonding. For a generic embedment length L e , this can be expressed as (Lin et al. 1999 )
where E f = modulus of elasticity of the fiber. For the debonding stage (υ < υ d ), fiber load versus slippage is given as (Lin et al. 1999 )
and is shown schematically in Fig. 2(b) . After full debonding ðυ > υ d Þ, the resistance is entirely frictional and the fiber load is given as (Lin et al. 1999 )
where P 0 ¼ πL e d f τ 0 . This relationship is also shown schematically in Fig. 2(b) . The nature of the frictional interface can vary significantly, and the differences can be accounted for with the dimensionless parameter β (Lin and Li 1997) in Eq. (6) . If the interfacial friction is independent of slip distance, β has a value of zero, and the fiber load decays linearly with increasing slippage [ Fig. 2(b) ]. Conditions in which interfacial friction increases with slippage (i.e., slip hardening) can be accounted for by using β > 0; conversely, slip softening corresponds to β < 0. Fig. 3(a) portrays the general situation where the orientation of the embedded segment and the free (crack-bridging) segment, with associated crack-bridging force P f , are different. The original deflection angle between the bridging segment and the embedded end is denoted as φ f . At the point where the fiber exits the matrix and changes orientation, bearing stresses are created in the underlying matrix [ Fig. 3(b) ]. When this localized stress field reaches a sufficient intensity, localized fracture and fragmentation (spalling) occur, and the embedment length of the fiber is reduced by a corresponding length, denoted as s f . In addition, the force in the bridging segment experiences a sudden drop, and the deflection angle between the two fiber segments is reduced to a value denoted as φ 0 f . This micromechanism has been well documented in the literature (Kanda and Li 1998; Leung and Shapiro 1999) , and various models have been proposed for the definition of spalling length s f (Cailleux et al. 2005; Leung and Li 1992; Hu et al. 2002) . In the present formulation, a reasonable estimate of the spalling length is obtained by the following continuous function of fiber force proposed by Yang et al. (2008) :
Matrix Spalling
In Yang et al. (2008) , the expression is presented in the context of a crack-opening vector normal to the crack face. Tangential crack movement (crack sliding) is not considered. Therefore, for the general 3D simulations of LDPM-F, only the normal component P f N of the total force P f is assumed to contribute to spalling [ Fig. 3(a) ]. The angle θ then denotes the deflection angle between the embedded segment, with unit orientation vector n f , and the crack face unit normal vector n, and is given as θ ¼ arccosðn T f nÞ. The mesoscale tensile strength of the matrix is represented by σ t , and k sp is a dimensionless material parameter that can be calibrated with experimental evidence.
Orientation Change: Bending, Snubbing, and Apparent Strength Implied in the discussion on spalling is that the crack-bridging segment of fiber is collinear with its associated force P f [ Fig. 3(a) ] and does not carry shear forces or bending moments. This situation is in accordance with the adopted fiber pullout model (Yang et al. 2008) , which utilizes the frictional pulley idealization suggested by Li et al. (1990) , and portrayed in Fig. 3(b) . Often referred to as a snubbing model, it assumes that at the point where the fiber exits the tunnel crack (which has been shortened because of spalling), it wraps around the intact matrix in a perfectly flexible manner. In Fig. 3(b) , the summation of all slip-friction and debonding forces acting parallel to the embedded length is denoted as P. The additional friction and bearing forces at the exit point imply P f > P. To quantify this concept, Li et al. (1990) recommended the relationship expressing the change in tensile load for a flexible tendon being pulled around an unyielding circular surface, which can be expressed as
where P has now been properly expressed as a function of relative fiber slippage υ. The factor k sn is a fiber-matrix interaction parameter termed the snubbing parameter. In other applications of Eq. (8), the snubbing parameter is typically described as the basic, Coulomb theory, static coefficient of friction between the two materials of the system. The intention of the current study is to provide fiber-reinforcing capability to the LDPM through the use of one fiber model with the widest applicability. Therefore, the important issue of fiber bending stiffness should be addressed with reference to Eq. (8). Zhang and Li (2002) noted that, in general, the crack-bridging segment is subjected to forces associated with both the pullout resistance of the embedded segment and bending at the exit point from the matrix. For a very flexible fiber, such as polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), the effects of bending are negligible (Leung and Ybanez 1997) and, therefore, the use of the snubbing model is reasonable. For fibers that are relatively stiff and brittle, including carbon fibers, the snubbing model may not be appropriate (Katz and Li 1995) . In between these two extremes is, arguably, steel fiber.
Micromechanical models that address steel fiber bending can be found in the literature (Cailleux et al. 2005; Katz and Li 1995; Leung and Chi 1995) . The tangential (shear) forces, bending moments, and deflected shape of the crack-bridging segment can certainly affect the microscale nature of the pullout, including spalling. Also, the fiber bending moment can be a significant contributor to conditions that lead to fiber rupture. In an opposite sense, one must consider the elastic-plastic nature of steel reinforcing, typically characterized by significant amounts of strain hardening and the ability to form plastic hinges. Therefore, for steel fiber, the assumption of zero bending stiffness will not capture exactly the microscale phenomena occurring in the vicinity of the exit point. However, the goal of the LDPM-F is to capture the overall net effect that the crack-bridging fiber has on the surrounding mesostructure. Microscale bending and shear are not the primary phenomena that arrest crack growth and increase strength and ductility at the structural scale. The axial force in the fiber is the predominant phenomenon. Therefore, the LDPM-F will consider the snubbing model appropriate for the simulation of steel fiber concrete. The main issue that must be addressed is the effect of bending stresses on fiber rupture, which is discussed in the subsequent paragraphs. None of the contributions that fibers make to structural strength and ductility will occur if the force in the crack-bridging segment P f leads to fiber rupture. Thus, any effect that orientation change φ 0 f may have on the ultimate tensile strength must be considered. For PVA and other synthetic fibers, surface abrasion may occur along the embedded length during pullout and also as the fiber wraps around the matrix at the exit point. This can create localized zones of reduced effective cross-sectional area, thereby lowering the ultimate tensile (axial) strength of the fiber. A reasonable assumption is that this phenomenon can be more severe as φ 0 f increases. For the relatively stronger steel fibers, surface abrasion and reduced cross-sectional area should not be an issue. However, it can be reasonably assumed that higher values of φ 0 f will increase the probability of sharper curves at the exit point. Because bending stresses are inversely proportional to the radius of curvature at the fiber's neutral axis, the probability of higher bending stresses and plastic deformation should increase as φ 0 f increases. Using single-fiber pullout testing of synthetic fibers, Kanda and Li (1998) observed lower rupture loads for increasing values of φ 0 f . The strength reduction relationship proposed by that study has been adopted for the LDPM-F, and is expressed here in terms of the axial stress in the crack-bridging segment ðσ f ¼ 4P f ∕πd 2 f Þ as follows:
where k rup = material parameter and σ uf = ultimate tensile strength of the fiber. For steel fibers, the LDPM-F makes the reasonable and approximate assumption that the reduction in ultimate axial load represented by Eq. (9) accounts for the bending stresses that may occur during pullout.
Steel Fiber Stiffness
The fiber pullout model assumes that the axial elongation of the crack-bridging segment is negligible compared with the magnitude of the crack opening; i.e., the crack-bridging segment is axially rigid (Lin et al. 1999) . For the embedded segments, the model assumes elastic behavior for the debonding stage, and the elastic axial deformation influences the fiber load versus slippage relationship prior to full debonding. For a steel fiber with the typical assumptions of zero bond fracture energy and no slip hardening, the peak load occurs at the end of the debonding stage and is given as P 0 ¼ πL e d f τ 0 . The debonding slippage can then be expressed as
These equations show that a steel fiber's peak load is independent of its elastic modulus E f ; however, the debonding slippage is inversely proportional to it. Fiber slippage is directly related to the crack-opening magnitude, and the overall effect of the many fibers attaining their peak loads at certain levels of crack opening is one of the main factors affecting the shape of the structural load versus displacement response curve. In summary, the value of E f can have a significant effect on the overall structural response especially in terms of prepeak deformability. Therefore, a potential problem for the simulation of steel FRC is the highly uncertain nature of the entire stress-strain behavior for typical steel fibers, which do not feature elastic-brittle behavior.
The yield point and the ultimate tensile strength σ uf of steel fiber can vary widely (Leung and Shapiro 1999) . Fig. 4(a) shows an idealized and generic stress-strain curve for a steel fiber. Experimental studies usually provide σ uf , and sometimes the elastic modulus, which is always near the usual value of E f ¼ 200 GPa. The strain at ultimate strength ε uf and the yield stress σ y are typically not known. If a fiber strains beyond the yield point during the debonding phase, then the slippage at full debonding, and the crack-opening magnitude associated with it, would be better defined by an effective elastic modulus. Such a parameter is portrayed in Fig. 4(a) , where it is shown with slope γpE f . The parameter γ p is referred to herein as the plastic deformation factor and the quantity γ p E f represents an average effective modulus for all of the fibers in a numerical simulation. Fig. 4 (b) portrays a potential loading history for a fiber-matrix configuration without slip hardening, where the load versus slippage relationship relevant to the shorter embedment length is shown on the left-hand side and the relationship for the longer embedment length is shown on the right-hand side.
Fiber Unloading
In Fig. 4(b) , the circled numbers indicate the endpoints of the stages that will be briefly summarized. For Stage 1, the short side reaches its maximum load at full debonding while the long side is still in the debonding phase. During Stage 2, crack opening continues, and the short side load will decrease to reflect the change into pure frictional pullout. To maintain fiber equilibrium, the load associated with the long side must also reduce, and the numerical algorithm will calculate a reduction in the long-side slippage. In addition, if unloading occurs in the short side (Stage 3), both short-and long-side slippages must decrease with decreasing load. To simulate loading/reloading and the irreversibility of pullout phenomena, the LDPM-F maintains in memory the past maximum value of slippage υ max and corresponding load P max . Whenever the calculated slippage is less than the past maximum ðυ < υ max Þ, the LDPM-F unloads (and reloads) using the following power-law function: PðυÞ ¼ P max ðυ∕υ max Þ γ u . For this initial version of the LDPM-F, γ u was set at 1.0 for linear unloading/reloading. Because full debonding has not occurred for the long side, its Stage 2 unloading corresponds to an elastic axial shortening and, therefore, γ u ¼ 1:0 is a reasonable assumption. For monotonic loading at the macroscopic level, Stage 3 is relevant to a decreasing crack opening, which can occur for minor cracks adjacent to the formation of a major crack localization. In this case, the linear unloading is an approximation of the experimental evidence reported in the literature (Easley et al. 1999 ), which suggests a more abrupt decline in fiber force upon crack closure, as well as hysteresis during reloading. With its value set at 1.0, γ u is currently not considered a parameter requiring identification during the calibration process (Schauffert et al. 2012) . A final note is that such a simplified loading/reloading model cannot be considered appropriate for cyclical loading conditions, which are not considered in this study.
Two-Way Fiber Pullout Model for Crack-Bridging Effect
In the two-scale procedure adopted herein to model the crackbridging effect, the mesoscale crack-opening w is computed at the mesoscale level and, by using the fine-scale fiber-matrix interaction equations discussed in the previous section, the bridging fiber force must then be calculated.
Governing Equations
Consider a fiber, with initial orientation n f , subject to a crack opening of vector w. The tangential component of w is defined as
, as shown in the Fig. 5 2D representation. The crack-bridging segment spans between Points A and B. Assuming that the spalling length s f is the same on both sides, the vector for the crack-bridging segment can be computed as w 0 ¼ w þ 2s f n f . Also, the bridging segment force vector is assumed to be coaxial with the fiber, P f ¼ P f n 0 f , where n 0 f ¼ w 0 ∕kw 0 k and the symbol in the double vertical bars, used here and subsequently, represents the Euclidean norm or length of a vector.
The frictional pulley model applies equally to both the shorter and longer ends, with initial lengths L s and L l ; relative slippages υ s and υ l ; and pullout resisting forces P s and P l , respectively. Equilibrium of the fiber-bridging segment leads to the following expression:
f Þ = deflection angle between the embedded and bridging segments, calculated subsequent to the determination of the spalling length.
At each end, the pullout state can be either debonding, a frictiononly condition, or an unloading situation. Therefore, the resistances P s ðυ s Þ and P l ðυ l Þ must be calculated accordingly. In any such calculation, the current effective embedment length is used:
Regardless of the pullout state, Eq. (10) implies that
In addition, compatibility between the length of the bridging segment and the slippages is enforced, which can be expressed as
For a given value of s f , Eqs. (10)- (12) can be used to compute υ s , υ l , and P f for a certain crack-opening vector, respectively.
Numerical Solution
The crack-bridging problem discussed previously is nonlinear for two main reasons: (1) the spalling length depends on the fiber force; and (2) the force versus slippage relationship is nonlinear. Consequently, the problem of computing the fiber force for a given mesoscale crack opening is highly nonlinear and needs to be solved iteratively. The following procedure based on two nested iteration schemes is adopted. 1. Begin with the last calculated value of fiber-bridging force, P f . 2. Compute the spalling length s f [Eq. (7)] and then the current effective embedment lengths. 3. Compute length ∥w 0 ∥ and orientation n 0 f of the crack-bridging segment. 4. Satisfy the compatibility by setting υ s ¼ xð∥w 0 ∥ À 2s f Þ and υ l ¼ ð1 À xÞð∥w 0 ∥ À 2s f Þ, and then iteratively solving for x using P s ðxÞ À P l ðxÞ ¼ 0. This nonlinear equation is solved in this study by using Brent's method (Press et al. 1992) . 5. Compute either P s or P l , compute a new P f value with Eq. (8),
and check for convergence. If the convergence criterion is met, exit the iteration loop. Otherwise, return to
Step 2 with the new value of P f . 6. Finally, upon convergence, the obtained bridging force is compared with the apparent fiber strength [Eq. (9)] to check for rupture. The algorithm is robust and, typically, converges with less than 10 iterations.
Closing Remark
A new computational framework for the simulation of FRC has been formulated. The new formulation is based on a two-scale analysis in which the fine-scale fiber-matrix interaction problem is solved independently and the overall response is used in a 3D mesoscale analysis based on the recently formulated LDPM.
The new formulation has many appealing features. However, these features need to be verified through numerical simulation of experimental test results. This task, along with the formulation of the conclusions, is presented in the second, companion part of this two-part study (Schauffert et al. 2012) .
Appendix. Lattice Discrete Particle Model
A complete and detailed discussion of the LDPM theory and formulation is included in Cusatis et al. (2011a) . This section briefly summarizes the main features of the vectorial constitutive law. The elastic behavior is described by assuming that the normal and shear stresses are proportional to the corresponding strains:
, and E 0 = effective normal modulus and α = shearnormal coupling parameter; E 0 and α are assumed to be material properties.
Regarding inelastic behavior, the LDPM formulation addresses three separate physical mechanisms characterizing mesoscale failure: (1) fracturing and cohesive behavior under tension and tension/ shear; (2) pore collapse and material compaction under high compressive normal stresses; and (3) frictional behavior owing to shear strain in the presence of compression. For tensile loading (ε N > 0), fracturing behavior is formulated through a relationship between the effective strain,
. With their use, the relationship between normal and shear stresses versus normal and shear strains can be calculated in a way similar to simple damage models:
An internal variable ω characterizes the coupling between normal strain ε N and total shear strain
, or the normal stress σ N and total shear stress
The effective stress σ is incrementally elastic ð _ σ ¼ E 0 _ εÞ, and must be less than or equal to the strain-dependent boundary: σ bt ¼ σ 0 ðωÞ exp½ÀH 0 ðωÞhε À ε 0 ðωÞi∕σ 0 ðωÞ, where hxi ¼ maxfx; 0g.
For pure tensile stress ðω ¼ π∕2Þ, the tensile boundary represents strain softening with exponential decay, characterized by (1) the mesoscale tensile strength σ t and (2) an initial slope of the exponential decay, or softening modulus H t . To preserve the correct energy dissipation during mesoscale damage localization (Bažant and Oh 1983) , the softening modulus in pure tension is expressed as H t ¼ 2E 0 ∕ðl t ∕l e À 1Þ, where l t ¼ 2E 0 G t ∕σ 2 t ; l e is the length of the tetrahedron edge under consideration and G t is the mesoscale fracture energy. For pure shear stress (ω ¼ 0), the effective stress boundary represents perfectly plastic behavior characterized by the mesoscale shear strength σ s .
The LDPM provides a smooth transition between pure tension and pure shear. With the ratio of shear strength to tensile strength given as r st ¼ σ s ∕σ t , the parabolic variation for the strength is expressed as σ 0 ðωÞ ¼ σ t r 2 st ðÀ sinðωÞ þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi sin 2 ðωÞ þ 4α cos 2 ðωÞ∕r 2 st p Þ∕ ½2α cos 2 ðωÞ. For the initial slope of the exponential decay, the transition is governed by the power-law function H 0 ðωÞ ¼ H t ð2ω∕πÞ n t , where the material parameter n t allows for a nonlinear transition.
For compressive loading ðε N < 0Þ, the normal stress is computed by imposing the inequality Àσ bc ðε D ; ε V Þ ≤ σ N ≤ 0, where σ bc is a strain-dependent boundary depending on the volumetric strain ε V and the deviatoric strain ε D . The volumetric strain is computed at the tetrahedron level as ε V ¼ ðV À V 0 Þ∕3V 0 , where V and V 0 are the current and initial volumes of a tetrahedron, respectively.
The upper limit of elastic behavior is defined by a volumetric strain value given as ε c0 ¼ σ c0 ∕E 0 , where σ c0 is a material parameter termed the mesoscale compressive yield stress. Beyond this limit, the compressive boundary is assumed to have an initial linear evolution, modeling pore collapse, up to a volumetric strain value of ε c1 ¼ κ c0 ε c0 . Disregarding the deviatoric-to-volumetric strain ratio, r DV ¼ ε D ∕ε V , the stiffness of this linear segment is some fraction of the elastic stiffness and is expressed as H c0 . For axial compression with lateral confinement, r DV can significantly affect the response. To simulate the observed horizontal plateau featured by typical experimental data, the stiffness of the pore collapse segment must tend to zero for increasing values of r DV . This can be achieved by setting H c ðr DV Þ ¼ H c0 ∕ð1 þ κ c2 hr DV À κ c1 iÞ, where H c0 ; κ c1 , and κ c2 are material parameters. The boundary for the pore collapse phase ðε c0 ≤ Àε V ≤ ε c1 Þ can now be expressed as σ bc ¼ σ c0 þ hÀε V À ε c0 iH c ðr DV Þ.
For Àε V ≥ ε c1 , the pore collapse is substantially complete and the boundary is then characterized by an increasing exponential evolution modeling material compaction and rehardening. Defining the stress at the transition from pore collapse to rehardening as σ c1 ðr DV Þ ¼ σ c0 þ ðε c1 À ε c0 ÞH c ðr DV Þ, the exponential evolution can be expressed as σ bc ¼ σ c1 ðr DV Þ exp½ðÀε V À ε c1 ÞH c ðr DV Þ∕σ c1 ðr DV Þ.
Finally, in the presence of compressive normal stress, the shear strength increases because of the frictional effects. This can be simulated effectively through classical incremental plasticity. Incremental shear stresses are calculated as p À σ bs ðσ N Þ, where the nonlinear frictional law for the shear strength is σ bc ¼ σ s þ ðμ 0 À μ ∞ Þσ N0 ½1 À expðσ N ∕σ N0 Þ À μ ∞ σ N . The normal stress value σ N0 defines where the internal friction coefficient transitions from its initial value μ 0 to its final value μ ∞ . Finally, equations governing the shear stress evolution must be completed by the loading-unloading conditions φ _ λ ≤ 0 and _ λ ≥ 0.
